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How do we move?
How are movements affected as we age?
When there is a neurologic disease?
When the mind is distracted?
Automatic and volitional multisensory organization and postural control in humans
during reaching, stance and walking in healthy and neurological conditions such as
Parkinson’s disease
Movement theories
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Parkinson's disease


Parkinson's disease is a progressive disorder of the nervous
system that affects your movement. It develops gradually,
sometimes starting with a barely noticeable tremor in one
hand. While a tremor may be a well-known sign of the
disease, the disorder also commonly results in stiffness,
slowing of movements, postural instability, freezing of gait
and non-motor symptoms such as depression, dementia,
pain, and sleep disorder.

Neurological Disorders


Neurological disorders are diseases of the central and peripheral nervous
system -- the brain, spinal cord, cranial nerves, peripheral nerves, nerve
roots, autonomic nervous system, neuromuscular junction, and muscles.
These disorders include epilepsy, Alzheimer disease and other dementias,
cerebrovascular diseases including stroke, migraine and other headache
disorders, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's disease, neuro-infections, brain
tumours, traumatic disorders of the nervous system such as brain trauma,
and neurological disorders as a result of neuro-inflammation and
malnutrition.



Mental disorders, on the other hand, are "psychiatric illnesses" or diseases
which appear primarily as abnormalities of thought, feeling or behaviour,
producing either distress or impairment of cognitive functions.
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